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Abstract—Task execution of multiagent systems in social networks (MAS-SN) can be described through agents’ operations when

accessing necessary resources distributed in the social networks; thus, task allocation can be implemented based on the agents’

access to the resources required for each task and aimed to minimize this resource access time. Currently, in undependable MAS-SN,

there are deceptive agents that may fabricate their resource status information during task allocation but not really contribute resources

to task execution; although there are some game theory-based solutions for undependable MAS, but which do not consider minimizing

resource access time that is crucial to the performance of task execution in social networks. To achieve dependable resources with the

least access time to execute tasks in undependable MAS-SN, this paper presents a novel task allocation model based on the

negotiation reputation mechanism, where an agent’s past behaviors in the resource negotiation of task execution can influence its

probability to be allocated new tasks in the future. In this model, the agent that contributes more dependable resources with less

access time during task execution is rewarded with a higher negotiation reputation, and may receive preferential allocation of new

tasks. Through experiments, we determine that our task allocation model is superior to the traditional resources-based allocation

approaches and game theory-based allocation approaches in terms of both the task allocation success rate and task execution time

and that it usually performs close to the ideal approach (in which deceptive agents are fully detected) in terms of task execution time.

Index Terms—Social networks, multiagent systems, task allocation, load balancing, undependable, deceptive agents
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN contemporary social applications of large-scale multia-
gent systems, agents can be organized into social net-

works [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], which is called multiagent
systems in social networks (MAS-SN). MAS-SN differs from
the common MAS in that the former takes the social
networks to organize the agents’ behaviors and the social
relations between agents as well as the social mechanisms
can influence the coordination of agents. In reality,
undependable MAS-SN may be seen due to the openness
and heterogeneity of MAS-SN [6], [7], where agents may
take undependable actions [3], [8].

Without loss of generality, task execution in MAS-SN can

be described through agents’ operations when accessing

necessary resources distributed in the social networks [3],

[9], [10]. Thus, this paper focuses on describing the

characteristics of agents according to their behaviors during

resource negotiation in task allocation and execution. A

truthful agent is dependable that it provides real resource

status information in task allocation and fully contributes its

free resources to the execution of the task, and a deceptive

agent is undependable that it fabricates its resource status

information in task allocation but does not fully contribute

its resources to the execution of the task.

Task allocation is often implemented based on the
accessibility of required resources, and one of the main
objectives is to minimize resource access time [9]. However,
in undependable MAS-SN there may be deceptive agents
that do not provide dependable resource access in task
allocation and execution; thus, the task allocation should
guarantee dependable resource access as well as minimize resource
access time. To measure the probability that the tasks will
obtain dependable resources from the agents with the least
access time in undependable MAS-SN, this paper presents
the concept of negotiation reputation in task allocation, where
an agent’s past behaviors during the resource negotiation of
task execution can influence its probability of being
allocated new tasks in the future.

The related work can be categorized into two types:
resource-based task allocation and game theory-based task
allocation. Much of the research on resource-based task
allocation in common MAS [9], [10], [11], [12] mainly aims
to optimize the resource access but seldom systematically
addresses the problem of undependable resource access. On
the other hand, although there are some studies based on
game theory and mechanism design considering the
deception of agents in common MAS [13], [14], [15], they
do not consider the objective of minimizing resource access
time in network structure that is crucial to the performance
of task execution in MAS-SN.

Therefore, this paper’s main contribution is to present
systematic research on task allocation in undependable
MAS-SN for the first time with the aims of both achieving
dependable resource access and minimizing the tasks’ necessary
resource access time. Moreover, because our approach is
implemented based on negotiation reputation that is simply
relying on agents’ experiences of executing tasks, it avoids
causing heavy costs for the computing and communication
of agents. Through experiments, we determine that our
model is superior to the traditional resources-based and
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game theory-based allocation approaches in terms of both
the task allocation success rate and task execution time in
MAS-SN.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we compare our work with the related work on the
subject; in Section 3, we present the problem description; in
Section 4, we describe the agent characteristics in undepend-
able MAS-SN; in Section 5, we propose the task allocation
model; in Section 6, we provide the experimental results;
finally, we discuss and conclude our paper in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Task Allocation Based on Resources

The previous works on the subject can be categorized into
centralized and distributed approaches according to the
allocation control mechanism. Centralized approaches use a
centralized controller that should know the status informa-
tion of the whole system in real time [16]. In a distributed
approach, there is no centralized controller [17]; for
example, An et al. presented an optimization method for
multiresource negotiation in task allocation [9]. Another
typical distributed method is the contract net, a well-known
task-sharing protocol in which each agent in a network can
be a manager or a contractor at different times or for
different tasks [3].

Jiang and Jiang provided a spectrum between a totally
centralized approach and a totally decentralized approach
to task allocation [10]: the centralized heuristic is utilized to
control the overall status information, and the distributed
heuristic is utilized to achieve the flexibility of task
allocation. Our study substantially extends the architecture
in [10] by taking into account the agents’ negotiation
reputations during task allocation, where tasks can obtain
dependable resources in the least access time.

Moreover, to deal with some real-world applications in
which agents may fail in their endeavors, Ramchurn et al.
presented a mechanism taking the trust between agents
when allocating tasks into account [18]. However, their
mechanism did not adopt any measures to punish the
deceptive behaviors of agents in task allocation. In
comparison, our study presents a social mechanism of
reward and punishment to encourage truthful behaviors
and restrain the deceptive behaviors.

2.2 Task Allocation Based on Game Theory and
Mechanism Design

Game theory and mechanism design are often used in task
allocation for heterogeneous MAS, which considers a
situation in which each agent optimizes its own perfor-
mance independently of the others and they all eventually
reach equilibrium [14], [15].

There are some studies that can deal with the undepend-
able MAS to a certain extent. For example, a representative
work is that Weerdt et al. presented a mechanism design
approach that can incentivize self-interested agents to
report their private information correctly [3]; Zlotkin and
Rosenschein presented a negotiation mechanism that can
deal with the incomplete information and deception in
undependable MAS [13]; Ephrati and Rosenschein intro-
duced a multiagent planning technique that can be made
resistant to untruthful agents [19]; Shehory and Kraus
presented algorithms for task allocation among agents via

coalition formation, which can motivate the agents to act to
maximize the benefits of the system as a whole so that the
deceptive problem can also be addressed to a certain extent
[20]. However, those approaches do not consider the
objective of minimizing resource access time in social
networks that is crucial to the performance of task execution
in MAS-SN.

2.3 Task Allocation in Networked Multiagent
Systems (N-MASs)

MAS-SN is, in fact, a kind of N-MAS [5]. The related
work on task allocation in N-MAS can be categorized into
two types.

The first type of approach is implemented by satisfying
the constraints of the network structure. Weerdt et al.
investigated distributed task allocation in social networks
and developed an algorithm based on the contract-net
protocol [21]. Jiang and Li provided a method that takes
both the resources and the network locality of the agents
into account [22].

Another type of approach is to implement task allocation
by adjusting network structures to achieve a better perfor-
mance. Kota et al. presented a decentralized approach to
structural adaptation by explicitly modeling problem-
solving agent organizations [23]. Their approach enables
agents to modify their structural relations to achieve a better
allocation of tasks; and agents can set the edge weights to
either 0 (disconnected) or 1 (connected) for task allocation.

The works described above did not assume the existence
of deceptive agents in the network. In comparison, our
study considers the sociality characteristics of agents
(truthful or deceptive) and implements task allocation by
adjusting the interaction relation weights of the social
network according to their histories of task execution.
Moreover, our study adjusts the interaction relation weight
values within the closed interval of [0, 1], differently from
the approach in [23], which adjusts the weight values only
as either 0 or 1 (the interaction relation is either dis-
connected or connected).

3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Formalization of Task Allocation in MAS-SN

This paper investigates the task allocation in MAS-SN,
where the agents are connected in a social network and
tasks arrive at the agents distributed over the network [3].
Now, we give our definition on task allocation in MAS-SN,
shown as follows.

Definition 1. Given a MAS-SN, <A;E>, where A is the set of
agents, and 8<ai; aj>22E indicates the existence of a social
relation between agent ai and aj. It is assumed that the set of
resources in agent ai is Rai, and the set of resources required by
task tj is Rtj. If the set of tasks is T ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tmg, the task
allocation in MAS-SN can be defined as the mapping of task
8tj 2 T , 1 � j � m, to a set of agents, Atj, which can satisfy
the following situations:

1. The resource requirements of tj can be satisfied, i.e.,
Rtj � [8ax2Atj

Rax;
2. The predefined objective can be achieved by the task

execution of Atj.
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3. The agents in Atj can execute the allocated tasks under
the constraint of social network, for example,
8ax,ay 2 Atj, Nxy � E, where Nxy denotes the nego-
tiation path between ax and ay.

3.2 Objective of Task Allocation in MAS-SN

We adopt manager/contractor architecture that integrating
the centralized and distributed heuristics in task allocation:
An agent is allocated as a manager for a task using a
centralized heuristic, and if the manager lacks the necessary
resources it negotiates with other agents for contractors
using a distributed heuristic [3], [10].

In MAS-SN, the coordination of agents is significantly
influenced by the social network structures [8]; therefore,
the task execution of MAS-SN (which is implemented by
the coordination of agents) is also significantly influenced
by the social network structures [3].

One of the main goals of task allocation is to minimize
the task execution time [9], [10], [11], [20], [24], [25]. Task
execution in MAS-SN can be described as agents’ opera-
tions when accessing the necessary resources distributed in
the social networks [3], [9], [10]. Therefore, to reduce the
execution time of a task, one of the key problems is to reduce the
time used accessing the resources necessary for the task.
Obviously, the communication time between allocated
agents is crucial to the resource access time of the task
[24], [28]; moreover, it may take time to wait for agents’
resources if those resources are being accessed by other
tasks [11], [25]. Therefore, to reduce the execution time of a task,
we can reduce the utilities of resource access time that include two
factors: the communication time between the manager agent and
contractor agents in the social network, and the task’s waiting
time for resources at the agents [26].

Let the manager agent for task t be at and the set of
manager and contractor agents for t be At. It is assumed that
a resource can be accessed by only one task at a time; if the
allocated agents are executing the task, the new task will
have to wait until all the required resources are free. Let £t
be the resource access time of task t, Cðat; ajÞ be the
communication time between at and aj, and Wtj be the
waiting time of task t at agent aj. The objective of task
allocation is then to select the agent set At to minimize £t:

L� t ¼
X

8aj2At;aj 6¼at
Cðat; ajÞ þ

X
8aj2At

Wtj; ð1Þ

under the constraint that the communication of agents is
implemented through the social network and each resource
can be accessed by only one task at a time. The minimiza-
tion of £t can be described as the reduction of the utilities of
Cðat; ajÞ and Wtj. To reduce Cðat; ajÞ, at will seek the
nearest possible contractor agents; to reduce Wtj, we can
perform load balancing in task allocation.

3.3 New Problems in Undependable MAS-SN and
Our Solutions

In undependable MAS-SN, if manager agent at is deceptive
and cannot provide the desired resources, it will take more
time to seek the missing resources by negotiating with other
agents, which requires more Cðat; ajÞ. On the other hand, if
a contractor agent, aj, is deceptive and cannot provide the
desired resources, manager agent at will try again to seek

more other contractor agents for the missing resources;
more Cðat; ajÞ will be wasted in this case as well. More
seriously, if the task cannot obtain the necessary resources,
a new task allocation may be implemented, which will
waste even more time.

Therefore, to reduce task execution time in undependable
MAS-SN, we should guarantee dependable resource access as

well as minimize resource access time. By extending the
objective in Section 3.2, our objectives for task allocation
in undependable MAS-SN can be described as follows:

. Improve the probability that tasks can obtain
dependable resource access and be executed suc-
cessfully (Objective 1).

. Reduce the communication time between the man-
ager agent and contractor agents in social networks
(Objective 2).

. Reduce the tasks’ waiting time for required re-
sources at the agents (Objective 3).

To achieve the above three objectives, in this
paper we adopt three measures:

. A negotiation reputation-based allocation mechanism and
a reward/punishment mechanism are designed to
ensure that the truthful agents have a higher
likelihood of obtaining tasks than the deceptive
agents, i.e., the truthful agents have higher prob-
abilities to be assigned as manager or contractor
agents for tasks (for Objective 1).

. A resource negotiation mechanism (i.e., the allocation
mechanism of contractor agents) is designed to
ensure that the truthful agents with less commu-
nication distance have higher probabilities to be
selected as contractors (for Objectives 1 and 2).

. A load balancing mechanism is designed in the
allocation of multiple tasks to alleviate the waiting
time at heavy-burdened agents (for Objective 3).

4 AGENTS IN UNDEPENDABLE MAS-SN

We are mainly concerned with the behavior strategies of
agents when dealing with the resources necessary for tasks.
The behavior strategies of the agents include two aspects:
those in task allocation and those in task execution.

Definition 2. If there are m resource types in the social network,
the resource status of an agent can be described as fn1r1;

n2r2; . . . ; nmrmg, which denotes that such agent owns
resource rjð1 � j � mÞ with the amount of nj. Then, the
resource strategy of an agent within a MAS-SN is
described as a tuple <Ra;Rc>, where

1. Ra: the resource status information reported by the
agents during task allocation.

2. Rc: the set of resources actually contributed by agents
during task execution.

Let there be an agent, ai. The behaviors of agent ai in
MAS-SN can be described as follows:

1. In task allocation, ai reports its resource status
information, Rai, when it wants to assume the role
of manager agent for a task or is negotiated by a
manager agent.
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2. In task execution, ai contributes some of its resources,
Rci, to execute the allocated task (now ai acts as
either manager or contractor agent for the task).

3. After task execution:

a. ai obtains certain rewards if the allocated task is
executed successfully; the amount of rewards
obtained by ai is determined by ai’s role and real
resource contribution during task execution.

b. ai pays certain penalties if the allocated task is
executed unsuccessfully; the amount of penal-
ties paid by ai is determined by ai’s role and
degree of nonfeasance in resource contribution
during task execution.

We now distinguish the truthful and deceptive agents
as follows.

Definition 3. An agent is truthful if it satisfies both of the
following conditions: 1) it reports its real resource status
information to the system or other negotiating agents in task
allocation; 2) it contributes all of its free resources if the
allocated task requires it to do so, i.e., if the set of resources
required by task t is Rt, then ai can contribute all resources in
Rai \Rt if t requires it to do so. Therefore, if the allocated
agents for a task are all truthful, the task can obtain dependable
resources for successful execution.

Definition 4. An agent is deceptive if it satisfies one of the
following conditions:

1. It fabricates its resource status information during task
allocation, which can be described as follows:

Let there be an agent, ai; the real resources owned
by ai are Rai. When the controller or manager agent
inquires into the resource status of ai, and the reported
resources status of ai is MRai, if MRai 6¼ Rai, ai is
undependable for its resource status information.

2. It does not contribute all its free resources if the
allocated task requires it to do so, which can be
described as follows.

Let task t require some resources from ai, which are
denoted as Rt

ai. The set of resources that aj really
contributes to task t is Rt0

ai. If ðRt
ai �Rt0

aiÞ \Rai 6¼ �,
ai is undependable in resource contribution.

Therefore, if any allocated agents for a task are deceptive,
the task may not obtain dependable resources and cannot be
executed successfully.

5 TASK ALLOCATION MODEL

5.1 Negotiation Reputation

An agent’s reputation refers to other agents’ opinions of
that agent [2]. In MAS-SN, agents negotiate for resources in
social networks to execute tasks; thus, the reputation of an
agent can be determined by other agents’ negotiation
histories with that agent regarding the resources for
executing tasks. In this paper, we present the concept of
negotiation reputation; the higher the negotiation reputation
of an agent is, the more likely a dependable resource
contribution from that agent can be achieved.

In a MAS-SN, each edge <ai; aj> is associated with a
weight wðai; ajÞ, 0 � wðai; ajÞ � 1, which represents the
negotiation strength between ai and aj. The interaction
relation weight between two agents can be adapted

according to the two agents’ past negotiations in task

execution; for example, if ai obtained a resource contribu-

tion from aj, then wðai; ajÞ will be gained, and vice versa.
We can represent the weighted MAS-SN with an

adjacent matrix: W ¼ ½wðai; ajÞ�, 1 � i; j � n, 0 � wðai;
ajÞ � 1, where n denotes the number of agents, wðai; ajÞ ¼
0 shows that there are no immediate interaction relations

between ai and aj, and wðai; ajÞ 6¼ 0 denotes that there is an

immediate interaction relation between ai and aj with the

negotiation strength of wðai; ajÞ;wðai; aiÞ ¼ 1.
Two agents may have no immediate interaction relations

between them, but they can also negotiate through other

intermediate agents (the agents within the path between

those two agents in the social network) [27]. Therefore, we

present the following definitions.

Definition 5. Cumulative negotiation strength. Let there be a

path between ai and aj, Pij, in the social network. The

cumulative negotiation strength between ai and aj along Pij is

the product of the negotiation strengths for all immediate

interaction relations within Pij:Y
8<am;an>2Pij

wðam; anÞ: ð2Þ

Definition 6. The negotiation path between two agents, ai
and aj, is the path between them that has the maximum

cumulative negotiation strength, denoted as NPij.

We use Algorithm 1 to compute the cumulative strengths

of the negotiation paths between all agents, denoted as a

matrix: CN ¼ ½cnij�.

Algorithm 1. Compute the cumulative strengths of

negotiation paths between all agents.

CN ¼W ;

for ðk ¼ 1; k <¼ n; kþþÞ
for ði ¼ 1; i <¼ n; iþþÞ

for ðj ¼ 1; j <¼ n; jþþÞ
if cnij < cnik � cnkj, then: cnij ¼ cnik � cnkj;

Output CN.

To measure the probability that an agent will contribute

dependable resources, we present the concept of negotia-

tion reputation as follows.

Definition 7. Negotiation reputation. The negotiation reputa-

tion of ai in the social network can be defined as follows:

�i ¼
X

8aj2ðA�faigÞ
cnji

0
@

1
A� jAj � 1ð Þ; ð3Þ

where A is the set of all agents in the social network.

Now, we present an example for illustrating cumulative

negotiation strengths and negotiation reputations, shown as

Section A1 in the Appendix, which can be found online in

the CSDL at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/

TPDS.2012.249.
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5.2 Task Allocation Mechanism

5.2.1 Introduction of Manager/Contractor Architecture

In the manager/contractor architecture [3], [10], a manager
agent is allocated to a task using a centralized heuristic and
then negotiates with the other contractors for resource
assistance using a distributed heuristic.

The task allocation process based on manager/contractor
architecture can be described as follows: A task may be first
allocated to one agent, which takes charge of the execution
of the task (we call this agent the manager agent). When the
manager agent lacks the necessary resources to execute the
allocated task, it negotiates with other agents in the social
network; if other agents have the required resources (we
call the agents that provide resources to the manager agent
contractor agents), the manager and contractor agents will
work together to execute the task.

5.2.2 Allocation to Manager Agent

To measure an agent’s dependable access to one kind of
resource, we offer the following definition.

Definition 8. Let njðkÞ denote the amount of resource rk owned
by agent aj. The estimated resource enrichment factor of
agent ai for resource rk is then defined as follows:

�iðkÞ ¼
X

8aj2ðA�faigÞ
�j � njðkÞ � ðcnij

, X
8aj2ðA�faigÞ

cnijÞ

0
@

1
A

þ �i � niðkÞ;
ð4Þ

where �j is used to denote that the negotiation reputation of
agent aj (which is determined by the negotiation history
between ai and aj and the negotiation histories between all
other agents and aj) can influence the probability that ai will
obtain dependable resources from aj. Thus, even if there are few
negotiation histories showing that ai received resource from aj
(i.e., the negotiation strength from ai to aj is low), the
probability that ai can dependably obtain resources from aj
may be high when �j is high. Therefore, it is more likely to
obtain dependable resources from the agent with the highest
negotiation reputation.

Theorem 1. It is assumed that task t requires resource rk, and the
reputation values are correct. Let there be two agents, a1 and
a2; Piðt� kÞ denotes the probability that task t can obtain
dependable resource rk from agent ai. Therefore, �1ðkÞ >
�2ðkÞ ) P1ðt� kÞ > P2ðt� kÞ.

Proof. The proof can be seen in the Appendix. tu

According to Theorem 1, the higher �iðkÞ is, the higher
the dependable access of ai to resource rk is. Therefore, we
can base allocation of manager agent on the estimated
resource enrichment factor. So our allocation of manager agent
satisfies Objective 1 of task allocation.

5.2.3 Allocation to Contractor Agents

If the manager agent lacks the necessary resources to
execute an allocated task, it may negotiate with others in the
social network for assistance. To minimize the communica-
tion time between the manager agent and contractor agents
during task execution, we presented a contextual resource

negotiation model in our previous work, in which the
manager agent negotiates with the contextual agents from
locations near and far in the network until all requested
resources are satisfied [10].

However, the above model only considers the commu-
nication distance between the manager agent and contractor
agents, not the characteristics of contractor agents. In
undependable MAS-SN, if a deceptive agent with a lower
communication distance is selected by the manager agent as
a contractor agent, the manager agent may not obtain
dependable resources in task execution. Therefore, it may be
better for the manager agent to select another agent that is
truthful but has a relatively higher communication distance.

Therefore, we now combine the factors of communica-
tion distance and negotiation reputation and make a
tradeoff between them.

Definition 9. Let at be the manager agent for task t. It is
assumed that aj will be negotiated by at for resource
assistance. The negotiation value of aj for t is as follows:

VjðtÞ ¼ � � ð1=dtjÞ þ ð1� �Þ � �jðjRaj \Rtj=jRtjÞ
� �

; ð5Þ

where � is a parameter, �j is the negotiation reputation of aj, dtj
is the communication distance between at and aj,Rt is the set of
resources for t that are currently lacking. The difference between
�j and VjðtÞ is as follows: �j is the opinion of all other agents
toward aj, but VjðtÞ is only the opinion of at to aj for task t; �j
can influence VjðtÞ to some degree.

According to Definition 9, the negotiation value of an
agent is determined by 1) the communication cost, dtj, for
Objective 2 of task allocation; 2) the resource satisfaction
degree of the agent, jRaj \Rtj=jRtj, which also addresses
Objective 2 because it can reduce the number of contractor
agents; and 3) the negotiation reputation of an agent, �j,
which addresses Objective 1 of task allocation. Thus, the
negotiation value is designed by considering Objectives 1 and 2 of
task allocation.

The manager agent selects the contractor agents accord-
ing to their negotiation values arranged in descending
order, as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Allocation of contractor agents.

/* at: the manager agent; A: the set of all agents; Rat:

resources owned by at; Rt: requested resources for t;

Rt : the set of currently lacking resources for t */

1) Rt ¼ Rt �Rat;A
0 ¼ A� fatg;At ¼ fatg; b1 ¼ 0; b2 ¼ 0;

2) If Rt ¼¼ fg, then b1 ¼ 1;
3) While (ðb1 ¼¼ 0Þ and ðb2 ¼¼ 0Þ) do:

3.1) maxvalue ¼ 0; b2 ¼ 1;

3.2) 8aj 2 A0:
3.2.1) VjðtÞ ¼ � � ð1=dtjÞ þ ð1� �Þ � ð�jðjRaj

\Rtj=jRtjÞÞ
3.2.2) If VjðtÞ > maxvalue, then:

maxvalue ¼ VjðtÞ; sa ¼ aj; b2 ¼ 0;

3.3) If ðb2 ¼¼ 0Þ, then:
At ¼ At [ fsag; Rt ¼ Rt �Rsa; A

0 ¼ A0 � fsag;
3.4) If Rt ¼¼ fg, then b1 ¼ 1;

4) If ðb1 ¼¼ 1Þ, then Return ðAtÞ;
else Return (False);

5) End.
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Theorem 2. Let the manager agent for task t be at and the set of
allocated agents using Algorithm 2 be At. It is, then, assumed
that there is another agent set, A�, that can also satisfy all the
resources in Rt. Thus, we have

8A� ^ Rt �
[

8aj2ðA��fatgÞ
Raj ¼ �

0
@

1
A

0
@

1
A

)
X

8aj2ðAt�fatgÞ
VjðtÞ 	

X
8aj2ðA��fatgÞ

VjðtÞ

0
@

1
A:

Proof. The proof can be seen in the Appendix. tu

From Theorem 2, Algorithm 2 can find the contractor agents
with the maximum negotiation values, satisfying Objectives 1
and 2 of task allocation.

5.2.4 Load Balancing

As noted above, if an agent has a higher estimated resource
enrichment factor or negotiation value, it may act as the
manager or contractor agent for more tasks. However, if too
many tasks are crowded on certain agents with high
estimated resource enrichment factors or negotiation
values, the tasks will require much more time to wait for
the necessary resources [10], [11], [26]. More importantly,
the problem of waiting time may outweigh the advantage
of the time saved by accessing resources at the allocated
agents; therefore, we should now apply load balancing to
the task allocation.

Let the allocated agent set of task t beAt and the resources
required by t be Rt; the team of tasks that queue for resource
rk of agent ai can be denoted asQik, the processing rate of ai is
vi and the size ofQik is sik. We should perform load balancing
when the number of queuing tasks is too large, including load
balancing for the manager agent and contractor agents.

First, we can modify the definition of estimated resource
enrichment factor in (4) as follows:

��
i
ðkÞ ¼  ðsik=ðvi � �iÞÞ � �iðkÞ; ð6Þ

where  is an attenuation function, 0 �  � 1, the value of
 ðsik=ðvi�iÞÞ decreases monotonically from 1 to 0 with the
increase of sik=ðvi�iÞ.

Second, we can modify the definition of negotiation value
in (5) to perform load balancing for contractor agents.
Assume now that the set of current missing resources for t is
Rt; the set of resources that task t currently requires from aj
isRaj \Rt. The waiting time of task t at aj will be determined
by the maximum length of the queues for resources in
Raj \Rt. Equation (5) can then be modified as follows:

V �j ðtÞ ¼  max
8rk2ðRaj

\RtÞ
sjk=ðvj � �jÞ
� � !

� VjðtÞ: ð7Þ

Obviously, load balancing can reduce the waiting time at
agents for tasks’ required resources, which satisfies Objective 3 of
task allocation.

5.3 Adjustment after Task Execution

After a task is allocated and executed, the system will make
adjustments according to the task execution results, which

include two aspects: reward and punishment for allocated
agents and adjustment for the weights of interaction relations
with allocated agents. Moreover, if the task is executed
unsuccessfully, a new allocation should be implemented.

5.3.1 Reward and Punishment Mechanism

After task t is executed successfully, the allocated agents At

will achieve certain rewards from the system. On the other
hand, if task t is executed unsuccessfully, the agents in At

should pay certain penalties.
1) Negotiation reputation reward.
After task t is executed successfully, a reward,

rt; 0 � rt � 1, will be distributed to the agents in At

according to their roles in and their real resource contribu-
tions to the execution of t. First, a part of the utilities of rt
should be awarded to at for its role of manager agent. The
remaining utilities of rt are then awarded to all the agents in
At according to their real resource contributions.

Definition 10. Reward for the role of manager agent. Let the
total utility of the reward for executing task t be rt, 0 � rt � 1.
We can now set a coefficient for rewarding the manager agent,
!, 0 � ! � 1; therefore, the manager agent will be rewarded
with the utilities of !rt for its role of manager agent in the
execution of task t.

Definition 11. Reward for real resource contribution. After
the reward for the role of manager agent is given, the ð1� !Þrt
will be distributed according to each agent’s real resource
contribution, as follows:

8aj 2 At : rtj ¼ ð1� !Þrt
�
jRt

aj
j=jRtj

�
; ð8Þ

where rtj is the reward obtained by agent aj for its real
resource contribution to the execution of task t; At is the set of
agents that executed task t; Rt

aj
is the set of resources that aj

really contributed to task t and Rt is the set of all resources
required by task t.

Therefore, the manager agent at can obtain the reward of
the utilities of (!rt + rtt); each contractor agent, ak, will
obtain the reward of the utilities of rtk. Finally, the
negotiation reputations of all the agents in At will be
improved according to their rewards obtained, as follows:

at : �t ¼ �t � ð1þ ! � rt þ rttÞ
¼ �t �

�
1þ ! � rt þ ð1� !Þrt �

�
jRt

at
j=jRtj

��
;

8ak 2 ðAt � fatgÞ : �k ¼ �k � ð1þ rtkÞ
¼ �k �

�
1þ ð1� !Þrt �

�
jRt

ak
j=jRtj

��
:

ð9Þ

2) Negotiation reputation punishment.
If task t is executed unsuccessfully, the manager agent

and contractor agents should be punished for their roles in
and real resource contributions to the task execution.

Definition 12. Penalty for the role of manager agent. We
now set the total utility of the penalty for unsuccessfully
executing task t to be equal to the reward for successfully
executing task t, which is also rt. Initially, the manager agent
at will pay a penalty for its role of manager agent, !rt.

Definition 13. Penalty for the nonfeasance of resource
contribution. After the penalty for the role of manager agent
is given, the remaining penalty, ð1� !Þrt, will be distributed
as follows.
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Let Rt
aj

be the set of real resources that aj contributed to
task t which can be achieved by a centralized heuristic;
Raj \Rt is the set of resources that aj can contribute to
task t. We will now punish aj according to its degree of
nonfeasance to resource contribution during task execution.

8aj 2 At : ptj ¼ ð1� !Þrt �
�
1�

�
jRt

aj
j=jRt \Raj j

��
; ð10Þ

where ptj is the penalty that agent aj should pay for its
nonfeasance to resource contribution in executing task t.

Therefore, the manager agent at should now pay the
penalty with the utilities of (!rt þ ptt); each contractor agent,
ak, should pay the penalty with the utilities of ptk. Finally, the
negotiation reputations of all the agents inAt will be reduced
according to their penalties paid. 8aj 2 At, if aj’s negotiation
reputation is �j, we can reduce �j as follows:

at : �t ¼ �t � ð1� !rt � pttÞ
¼ �t �

�
1� !rt � ð1� !Þrt

�
1� jRt

at
j=jRt \Rat j

��
;

8ak 2 ðAt � fatgÞ : �k ¼ �k � ð1� ptkÞ
¼ �k �

�
1� ð1� !Þrt

�
1� jRt

ak
j=jRt \Rak j

��
:

ð11Þ

From above, the reward of an agent varies directly as that
agent’ real resource contribution in task execution; and the
penalty varies inversely as that agent’s real resource con-
tribution in task execution. Therefore, our reward and punish-
ment mechanism can encourage agents to act as truthful ones.

5.3.2 Adjustment for Interaction Relation Weights

In the reward and punishment mechanism, only the
negotiation reputations of the allocated agents are influ-
enced. The negotiations among the allocated agents are
implemented along the social network; therefore, the
weights of the interaction relations related to the allocated
agents should also be adjusted after task execution.

1) Interaction relations within the negotiation paths.
Let the set of allocated agents for t be At, where at is the

manager agent. The negotiation paths for task t are then
those between at and all agents in At � fatg.

The adjustment for the weights of the interaction
relations within the negotiation paths should be implemen-
ted according to the extent of adjustment of the negotiation
reputations of at and aj. We now present the algorithm for
the adjustment of the weights of the interaction relations
within the negotiation paths, shown as Algorithm 3.

Finally, the intermediate agents within the negotiation
paths will be influenced because they provide communica-
tion relay services for the negotiations between the manager
agent and contractor agents. Therefore, the weight adjustment
mechanism encourages agents not only to contribute resources to
task execution but also to provide communication relay services
for other agents’ task execution.

2) Interaction relations associated with allocated agents.
After the negotiation reputations of agents in At are

adjusted, we should adjust the negotiation strengths
between the agents in At and their neighbors. Moreover,
if the weight of an interaction relation has already been
changed by Algorithm 3, it does not need to be changed
again at this point, i.e., the weight of an interaction relation
can only be adjusted once for each task.

Algorithm 3. Adjustment for the weights of interaction
relations within the negotiation paths.

8aj 2 ðAt � fatgÞ:
8<ax; ay> 2 NPtj:

If t is finished successfully, then:

wðax; ayÞ ¼ minð1; wðax; ayÞ �
ð1þ ðð!rt þ rttÞ þ rtjÞ=2ÞÞ;

Else: wðax; ayÞ ¼ maxð0; wðax; ayÞ �
ð1� ðð!rt þ pttÞ þ ptjÞ=2ÞÞ.

Algorithm 4. Adjusting the weights of the interaction

relations immediately associated with allocated agents.

/* �x is the negotiation reputation of ax before executing

task t; �0x is that of ax after executing task t; at is the manager

agent; 8ax 2 At; the set of ax’s immediate neighbors in the

MAS-SN is Nx */
8ax 2 At:

8ay 2 Nx:

. b ¼ 0;

. 8aj 2 ðAt � fatgÞ: if <ay; ax> 2 NPtj then b ¼ 1;

. If b ¼¼ 0, then: wðay; axÞ ¼ wðay; axÞ �
ð1þ ð�0x � �xÞ= �xÞ

5.3.3 Reallocation of Tasks

If task t is executed unsuccessfully, we will perform a
reallocation of the task, including two aspects:

. If the manager agent does not provide the desired
resources in task execution, the system will then
make a new allocation of both the manager agent
(the deceptive manager agent is excluded in the new
allocation) and contractor agents.

. If a contractor agent does not provide the desired
resources in task execution, only a new allocation of
contractor agents is necessary (the deceptive con-
tractor agent is excluded in the new allocation).

6 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND ANALYSES

We perform our experiments based on our proposed
simulation platform for MAS-SN. Without loss of general-
ity, we use three criteria to satisfy the different resource
requirements of tasks [10] in our experiments: 1) First
required resource-first satisfy (FRFS); 2) most important
resource-first satisfy (MIFS); and 3) all resources-averagely
satisfy (AAS). We compare our model with the following
four approaches:

. Self-owned resource-based task allocation model (SR
model). The selection of the manager agent and
contractor agents is based on the amount of the
agents’ stated resources.

. Self-owned resource-based task allocation model with
redundant resources (R-SR model). Each task can be
allocated more redundant resources to avoid the
problem of undependable allocated resources.

. Game theory-based task allocation model (Game theory
model). The manager agent uses game theory
approach to seek contractor agents considering the
possibility of deceptive behaviors; meanwhile, the
deceptive contractor agents also estimate the actions
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of manager agents and use game theory approach to
provide resource assistance.

. Ideal task allocation model in which all deceptive agents
can be detected (Transparent model). The ideal method
is that all deceptive agents can be detected, and tasks
are only allocated to truthful agents.

To validate our model, we perform a series of experi-
ments based on small world social network model [29] and
further test our model on several typical networks in the
Appendix. The introduction of experiment environment
and setup can been seen in the Appendix. Five kinds of
experiments have been performed:

1. tests of the success rate of tasks (primarily for
Objective 1);

2. tests of the execution time of tasks (primarily for
Objective 2, partly for Objective 1);

3. tests of the load balancing of tasks (primarily for
Objective 3);

4. tests on the effects of MAS-SN structures and
parameters in the model on task allocation perfor-
mance (to test the generality of our model); and

5. tests of the situation where reputations and interac-
tion relation weights may be manipulated by
deceptive agents (to test the robustness of our model).

The first three kinds of tests can be seen in Sections 6.1, 6.2,
and 6.3, respectively; the last two kinds of tests are shown in
the Appendix for the space limitation.

6.1 Tests of the Success Rate of Tasks

The success rate of a task is computed as follows: If a task
can only be executed successfully after the nth allocation,
the success rate of that task is 1=n. The total success rate
of a set of tasks is then the mean of the success rates of
all tasks.

From the experimental results in Fig. 1, we conclude the
following:

1. In all the experiments, the task allocation success
rate of our model varies directly with the number of
allocated tasks and can eventually reach more than
90 percent, showing that our model achieves a
higher dependability of resource access, especially
for a large number of tasks.

2. In all the experiments, the transparent model can
detect all deceptive agents and all tasks can be
allocated to truthful agents; therefore, its success rate
is always 1. The R-SR model always outperforms SR
because the presence of some redundant resources
can improve the probability that the tasks will obtain
dependable resources in execution.

3. In the early stages of each experiment, the SR (R-SR)
and game theory models outperform our model;
however, as the number of tasks increases our model
performs better. The reason is that the global
reputation mechanism is not conducted well in the
early stages.

4. The success rate of our model for constant deception
behaviors slightly outperforms the success rate for
random deception behaviors; this may be because
the effect of our reward and punishment mechanism
is weakened when deceptive agents randomly adopt
varying deceptive behaviors.

5. The performance gap between our model and game
theory model for the random deception behaviors is
smaller than the one for constant deception beha-
viors; the reason is that game theory model performs
better for random deception behaviors than for
constant ones, but our model performs better for
constant deception behaviors than for random ones.

In conclusion, our model improves the probability that

tasks will obtain dependable resources in social networks

more effectively than the previous resource-based ap-
proaches and game theory-based approaches, especially

when the number of tasks is high or the deception
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behaviors are constant. Thus, Objective 1 of task allocation

in undependable MAS-SN can be validated.

6.2 Tests of the Execution Time of Tasks

The execution time of a task is the length of time between

the task’s arrival at the MAS-SN and its successful

execution; the total execution time of a set of tasks is the

sum of the execution times of all the tasks.
From the experimental results in Fig. 2, we determine

the following:

1. Our model outperforms the SR(R-SR) and game
theory models in all experiments, showing that our
model can effectively reduce the necessary com-
munication time for accessing the tasks’ required
resources.

2. Our model’s performance is close to that of the
transparent model; therefore, our model effectively
improves the probability that the truthful agents will
receive tasks.

3. The SR and R-SR models perform poorly because they
do not consider the deceptive agents at all; therefore,
frequent reallocation may be necessary.

4. The randomness of deception behaviors does not
have an obvious effect on task execution time, which
shows the generality of our model on reducing the
communication time for accessing the tasks’ re-
quired resources.

In conclusion, our model effectively reduces the commu-

nication time necessary for accessing the tasks’ required

resources in social networks better than the previous

resource-based approaches and game theory-based ap-

proaches, especially when the number of tasks is high.

Moreover, our model performs close to the ideal approach

in terms of task execution time. Therefore, Objective 2 and

partial Objective 1 of task allocation in undependable MAS-

SN can be validated.

6.3 Tests of the Load Balancing of Tasks

We now validate our load balancing mechanism by

conducting a comparison between our model with load

balancing (Our model-LB) and our model without load

balancing (Our model).
From the experimental results in Fig. 3, we conclude the

following:

1. Our model-LB always outperforms our model with-
out load balancing, especially when the number of
tasks is higher, showing that our load balancing
mechanism can effectively reduce the tasks’ waiting
time for resources at the agents.

2. The effect of our load balancing in AAS is weaker
than the one in FRFS and MIFS; the potential reason
is that AAS itself averages the overall required
resources so that the unbalanced situation of task
allocation are eased, thus now the effect of load
balancing is not very obvious.

In conclusion, the experimental results prove that our

load balancing mechanism can effectively reduce tasks’

waiting time for resources at agents, especially when the

number of tasks is high. Therefore, Objective 3 of task

allocation in undependable MAS-SN can be validated.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In undependable MAS-SN, deceptive agents may fabricate

their resource status information during task allocation but

not really contribute resources during task execution. To

solve this problem, this paper presents task allocation

objectives as follows: 1) improve the probability that tasks

will obtain dependable resource access for successful

execution; 2) reduce the communication time to access

tasks’ required resources in social networks; and 3) reduce

the tasks’ waiting time for the required resources.
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To achieve the first objective, a negotiation reputation-

based allocation mechanism and a reward/punishment

mechanism are designed to ensure that the truthful agents

have higher probabilities of receiving tasks; to achieve the

first and second objectives, a resource negotiation mechan-

ism is designed to ensure that truthful agents with smaller

communication distances have higher probabilities of

being designated contractor agents; to achieve the third

objective, load balancing is adopted in task allocation so

that the problem of waiting time at heavy-burdened agents

can be alleviated.
Through a series of experiments, our model can be

validated for achieving the three objectives. Moreover,

through the experiments of our model on typical networks

in the appendix, it can be found that our model can perform

better on typical social network structures.
In this paper, we mainly concern about the minimization

of access time for dependable resources in social networks.

However, in reality there are more other costs for executing

tasks; therefore, in the future, we will consider situations

where other costs can be minimized. Moreover, our future

work will extend our model to dynamic topology social

networks.
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